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Content Coordinator
Healthy Roots Dolls  |  Full-Time  |  Detroit or Remote (USA Only)

Team: Marketing
Job Type: Contract
Location: Remote (Detroit preferred for hybrid work)
Annual Salary: $62,000-$72,500

Healthy Roots Dolls is a multicultural children’s product company dedicated to inspiring girls to love their curls
with hairplay.

We are a growing start-up looking for an experienced Content Coordinator in all platforms of social media
(Instagram, Twitter, Facebook, TikTok, etc). Our social serves as a discovery tool for parents as well as marketing
promotion for our product partners. The role will focus on engaging potential customers by curating/posting
content across all channels.

Our team’s core value is to do everything with integrity. We’re looking for like-minded candidates who can take
initiative and grasp opportunities for Healthy Roots Dolls, execute tasks efficiently, and communicate effectively
with our small and remote team.

You might be a good fit for this role if you have a background in digital marketing and social media, know why
content goes viral and who is talking about what, have an accessible and responsive working style. Because our
goal is to empower girls to love themselves just the way they are, we are looking for candidates who understand
how to speak to this demographic. Experience in the toy industry is a huge plus!

Essential Functions:
The Social Media Coordinator schedules all content to be distributed via social media. This may include
managing multiple brand Instagram accounts, Twitter, Pinterest, YouTube etc. This role isn’t responsible for the
creation of this content, but it will lead the distribution of it. This will require writing and reviewing captions, as
well as organizing the content and presenting the team with a layout and plan for posting.

We expect this role to work ahead, 30, 60, and 90 days out. You’ll manage a minimum of two accounts and are
expected to post to each at least twice a day.

We are looking for someone with superb attention to detail. We are looking for someone with excellent
grammatical skills and someone who is extremely organized with an eye for design. Someone who has worked
remotely before or worked as a freelancer is ideal.

We are not looking for an agency or someone with multiple clients. You would only work for Healthy Roots Dolls
and no other brands.

We also expect this role to engage with customers in the comments within an hour of each post on every
platform. Initially, the platforms we focus on are Instagram and TikTok. You will not need to manage Facebook
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initially. This role will however expand to Pinterest. We also expect this role to respond to ad comments/direct
messages and within 24 hours on Instagram, YouTube, Twitter, and Pinterest.

● Scheduling daily posting for multiple Instagram accounts
● Scheduling daily posting for multiple Twitter accounts
● Scheduling weekly posts for Pinterest
● Scheduling weekly posts for YouTube
● Reply to all social media comments and actively engage with our customers

● Monitor and manage content creators
● Ensure all DM’s have a 24-hour response time
● Ensure you are linking to products when possible to help monetize channels (in posts and messages)
● Commenting on advertisements
● Attend weekly meetings to discuss promotions and plans with the Marketing Team
● Produce monthly analytics report about what’s working, what isn’t and how we can improve
● Set monthly goals and develop a plan to get there

This role is not a fit for someone who has never managed a sizable brand social media account, has no
understanding of what makes good design, what a quality image looks like and formatting content for different
socials. We are looking for someone who has worked with at least two brands in the past.

Apply here and if you have any questions, email us at jobs@healthyrootsdolls.com. We do not accept
applications via email.
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